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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:  
 
Recent progress in the field of nanophotonics allow controlling spontaneous emission of light by 
atoms or molecules using subwavelength systems such as cavities or antennas. This line of research 
allows designing systems to generate single photon sources that will be used for implementing 
quantum technologies and study fundamental aspects of light matter interaction at the nanoscale. We 
have recently explored the possibility to perform quantum optics using surface waves propagating 
along metal-vacuum interfaces called surface plasmons [1,2]. We have also explored the possibility to 
tune light emission by quantum dots using plasmonic antennas [3,4].  
 
The project of this PhD is to develop a new line of research exploring light emission by defects in h-
BN. h-BN is a 2D material analogous to graphene. In these systems, it has been discovered recently 
that vacancies can produce localized defects which can be used as single photon sources with 
remarkable properties. In particular, these systems are extremely bright and can be used at ambiant 
temperature, two key advantages as compared to NV centers in diamond. However, little is known 
about these defects. We will explore how it is possible to control the polarization, lifetime and 
emission direction of these emitters using nanostructures playing the role of nanoantennas.  
 
Required background of the student:  
We are seeking a highly motivated student with a master in Physics. The physics involved in the topic 
includes optics, nanophotonics and quantum optics.  
The student will do numerical modelling of the electromagnetic fields in a nanostructure, 
nanofabrication in a clean room of the emitters and the nanoantennas, single photon measurements 
(spectroscopy, correlation measurements). 
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